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Abstract 

We present a new technique for the high-level synthesis 
of scalable 1 MCM-based architectures implementing infinite
impulse response(IIR) filters. Our technique is based on the 
regular s ch edules, a class of parallel schedules for computing 
mth-order IIR filters . The simplicity of the regular schedules 
facilitates characterization of their inter-processor communica
tions, which is generally difficult to express for parallel algo
rithms. The characterization of inter-processor communications 
of the regular schedules enables us to generate instruction-level 
behavior of the design that can be easily mapped onto MCM
based architectures. We illustrate this mapping of the regu
lar schedules onto an MCM-based architecture by designing a 
special-purpose processor for the fifth-order elliptic wave filter. 
Our design yields a scalable performance measured in the filter's 
sample rate, which is not known to have been achieved by pre
viously published designs . This work differs significantly from 
"traditional" high-level synthesis techniques in its emphasis on 
synthesizing scalable, high-performance multichip designs. 

1 Introduction 
High-performance IIR filters are demanded by many critical 

applications ranging from high-definition television, telecom
munications to motion detection. The high-performance de
manded by these applications has for long been predicted[4] to 
be achievable with the current VLSI technology using special
purpose parallel architectures. On the other hand, it has been 
known for long that the bottleneck of designing a scalable paral
lel architecture lies in the complicated data-dependences in the 
computation of IIR filters . However , the recent advance of tech
niques in parallelizing linear recurrence evaluation has enabled 
us to overcome the complicated data-dependences that exist 
in the IIR filtering process and hence provides a feasible path 
to building scalable architectures. In addition, the continuing 
progress of multichip modules(MCM) technology has provided 
an appealing platform for synthesizing parallel architectures for 
digital signal processing(DSP) applications. Combining parallel 
recurrence evaluation technique with MCM technology makes it 
feasible to synthesize scalable special-purpose parallel architec
tures for DSP applications containing recurrences. 

The response y(nT) of an mth-order IIR filter is described 

*This work was supported in part by NSF grants 
CCR8704367, MIP9009239 and ONR grant N0001486K0215. 

1 A parallel architecture or its performance is said to be scal
able if the performance of the architecture improves proportion
ally as the number of processors or functional units increases. 

with the following linear difference equations : 

y(nT) aox(nT) + a1x[(n - l)T] + a2x[(n - 2)T] + · · · + 
+ak-1x[(n- k + l)T] + b1y[(n - l)T] + 
+b2y[(n - 2)T] + · · · + bmy[(n - m)T]. (1) 

Here the filter response at time nT, where Tis the sample period 
and n is a running index, is the sum of product terms of m past 
responses, y[(n - l)T], ... , y[(n - m)T], where mis the order of 
the difference equation. The difference equation ( 1) is a special 
case of band linear recurrences , called constant coefficient band 
linear recurrence. The pattern of data dependences exhibited 
by (1) involves recurrences, since tis a linear combination of the 
outputs at time t-1, t-2, . .. , t- m. This recurrent dependence 
pattern is often referred to as a loop-carried dependence(LCD). 

Difference equations are difficult to parallelize due to the 
LCD's , particularly when resource constraints are imposed. 
Previous research in scheduling for high level synthesis has ex
ploited parallelism for signal processing in the forms of pipelin
ing (i.e., overlapping the processing of a sample input with sub
sequent inputs), and concurrency (i .e ., simultaneously comput
ing operations that may be executed in parallel in processing one 
sample sequence while preserving data dependences) . Although 
these scheduling techniques produce good results, we can fur
ther exploit parallelism by taking advantage of the recurrent 
patterns described by LCDs[16]. This is important for a differ
ence equation (1) that exhibits LCDs, since there is not much 
parallelism within the LCD's: i.e., the speedup of throughput 
with current parallelization techniques is bounded by a small 
constant regardless of how many functional units are used. 

In this paper, we derive a scalable algorithm and architec
ture for implementing UR filters using MCM's. In Section 2, 
we briefly review the previous work in synthesizing parallel ar
chitectures for UR filters. In Section 3, we present the regular 
schedules, a class of parallel schedules for computing mth-order 
UR filters, derived using a technique for parallel linear recur
rence evaluation[16] . In section 4, we describe the character
istics of our parallel processor on an MCM. We show how to 
generate designs of parallel processors for UR filters starting 
with regular schedules by going through the design for a stan
dard high-level synthesis benchmark, the 5th-order elliptic wave 
filter[2] in Section 5 and 6. In Section 7, we show the perfor
mance of our design using a practical number of number of 
processors implementable on an MCM in comparison with de
signs based on some of the previously published best scheduling 
techniques in design automation and digital signal processing. 
Section 8 concludes the paper. 



2 Related Work 
Related work has been d on e in two areas: scheduling algo

rithms for high level synthesis and parallel computing. This 
work diffe rs in scope and significance from the previous work in 
high-level synthesis in two ways. First , we do not restrict our
selves to the synthesis of a single chip with a limited number of 
functional units. Instead , we address the synthesis of scalable 
MCM architec tures for a chieving high-performance . Second, we 
derive sch edules that exploit parallelism of recurrences beyond 
LC D 's. 

Traditionally, scheduling algorithms for high level synthe
sis have been exploiting three forms of parallelism: concur
rency, functional pipelining and loop pipelining[2]. Since in 
general the problem of scheduling with resource constraints is 
NP-complete, heuristic-based loop pipelining techniques [6, 8] 
have been developed to compact loops with given resource 
constraints . Percolation-based loop pipelining techniques [14] 
first compact a loop into its optimal parallel counterpart and 
then apply resource constraints on the parallel version. Static 
scheduling via optimum unfolding[l3] in DSP respects the inher
ent lower bound on the achievable iteration period imposed by 
the recursions in the program, thus is essentially equivalent to 
aggressive software pipelining in terms of resulting parallelized 
programs. All of the techniques above preserve the data( true) 
dependences(LCD is a special case of data dependence), and 
hence do not try to reduce the critical path by exploiting par
allelism beyond data dependences. 

Techniques that extract parallelism beyond data depen
dences have just started to receive attention in the high-level 
synthesis and digital signal processing communities. A few tech
niques based on tree height reduction [7, 11 , 9] have been pro
posed to shorten, using extra operations, the critical paths con
sisting of a sequence of associative operations, e.g., a sequence of 
additions or a sequence of multiplications. But these techniques 
do not extract parallelism in recurrent loops involving additions 
and multiplications beyond LCD's that have dependence dis
tances of one, and hence can at best achieve a speedup bounded 
by constant as the number of functional units increases. These 
scheduling techniques therefore cannot be applied to efficiently 
exploit scalable MCM architecture. A scheduling method for 
successive approximation of optimal schedules for UR filter com
putation described with linear differences beyond LCD's was 
first studied in [16] on an ideal machine model with a fixed 
number of identical multi-functional processors. However, gen
erating scalable schedules for UR filters beyond LCD's on more 
realistic architectures, such as one with inter-processor commu
nications and with different types of functional units having 
different time constraints, has not been studied. The regular 
schedules presented in this paper aim to solve this problem. 

In the field of parallel computing, parallel evaluation of linear 
recurrences has been studied for quite some time [l, 5, 17], for 
which the review is given in [18] . However, the underlying model 
differs from high-level synthesis, since parallel computing typi
cally deals with a number of identical, multi-function processors, 
while high-level synthesis deals with a variety of functional units 
that differ in several attributes (e.g., functionality, cost, speed). 
We briefly review some results from parallel computing. Chen 
and Kuck developed an algorithm [1] for computing Nm-th or
der band linear recurrence with a fixed number of p processors, 
independent of the problem size N. Gajski[S] lowered the time 
bound of Chen and Kuck 's for computing the band linear recur
rences with p processors. Wang and Nicolau[l 7] proposed the 
Harmonic Scheduling technique for deriving optimal schedules 
for band linear recurrences with p processors and their sched
ules improved upon Gajski's in execution time. In particular, 
they showed that their schedules achieved the strict time lower 

bound for m = l , 2. In addition , their method facilitates d e
riving schedules with best program-space effic ien cy (so that a 
schedule can better fit into cach es), given an execution time. 
Because of the ideal architectural assumptions, these parallel 
processing teclrniques cannot be directly applied t o the custom 
synthesis problem we address in this paper. 

3 A Scalable Algorithm for IIR Filters 
Given a linear difference equation ( 1) for mth-order IIR fil

ters , the idea of a scalable algorithm is t o express the linear 
difference equation in terms of matrix chain multiplication. Us
ing associativity of matrix chain multiplication , we can compute 
redu n da n t look-ahead results and produce multiple sample out
puts in parallel. In principle , signal processing programs process 
infinite time series and produce infinite time series and thus are 
nonterminating in nature, i.e., the problem size in the DSP con
text is considered infinitely large. 

The scalable algorithm to be described can be derived us
ing the Harmonic Scheduling technique[l6]. For illustration , 
we describe our parallel algorithm with the simplest linear re
currence, called parallel prefix, defined as follows , x o = ao, 
Xi = Xi-I +a;, i > 0 . We express it in matrix chain multi
plication as follows : 

where Xi = [x; l] and 

Similarly, linear recurrence equations for IIR filters of any order 
can be expressed in matrix chain multiplication. 

Algorithm 3 .1 gives a generic description of the regular 
schedule in terms of matrix representation for computing linear 
recurrence describing IIR filters. It is also called a square sched
ule as each iteration of its outermost loop produces p2 sample 
outputs . The regular schedules give suboptimal yet scalable per
formance under SIMD concurrent-read-exclusive-write( CREW) 
parallel machine model. 

Algorithm 3.1 (Regular Schedule] 

Input: Matrix chain expression of the mth-order linear difference 
equation describing time response of the filter and sequence 
of sample inputs to the filter. 

Output: Sequence of sample outputs of the filter . 

for (i = O; true; i+ = p 2) 

for (j = i + 2 + (m - 1) x p ; j :S i + m x p ; j + = p) 
do in parallel on p processors 
for (k = j ; k :S j + p; k + +) 

Mk= Mk-I x Mk ; 
for (j = i; j :Si+ (p - 1) x p; i+ = p) 

for (I = 1; l :S p ; 1 + +) 
do in parallel on p processors 
Xi+ 1 = X; x M;+1 ; 

D The outermost loop partitions the problem size(i .e ., the in
finite sample input series) into chunks of size p2 , called period, 
given p processors. Each iteration of the outermost loop com
putes p2 final values(i.e., sample outputs) of a period, called 
current period. In an iteration of the outermost loop, two inner
loops in sequence partition a period further into p sections of 
size p each, called a redundant tree. The first inner-loop com
putes redundant values: its outer-loop computes in parallel the 
redundant values in p sections of the current period and its 
inner-loop computes sequentially the redundant values in each 
redundant tree. The second inner-loop of the outermost loop 



computes the final values of the current period. Its outer-loop 
travels sequentially computing the final values of each of the p 

sections in the period . and its inner-loop( a do-all type of loop) 
computes all final values in a section in parallel. 

Take p = 4 as an example. The computation tree for the 
current period is shown in Figure l. The outermost loop iterates 
on periods of size p2 = 42 = 16 and an iteration produces all 
16 final values( the X's in Figure 1) of a period in the following 
fashion. The outer-loop of the first inner-loop is do-all loop . it 
sends all of its p = 4 iterations , each computing p - 1 redundant 
values of a redundant tree , to execution in parallel on p = 4 
processors. For example , R2, R 3, R4 are the three matrices of 
redundant values on the first redundant tree in Figure 1. Each 
iteration , i.e., the innermost loop computes p- 1 = 3 redundant 
values sequentially, thus it takes (p - l)Tm-by-m(time for a 
matrix-by-matrix multiplication) time to complete redundant 
computation in a period. 

XI Xl Xl X4 Xl X6 XJ X8 X9 XIO XII Xll Xll Xl4 Xll X16 

Ml Ml Ml M4 Ml M6 Ml M8 M9 MIO Mil Mil Mil Ml4 Mil Ml6 

Figure 1: Parallel prefix computation tree for p = 4 processors. 

The second inner-loop computes all final values in a period 
using redundant values produced by the first inner-loop of the 
algorithm. The outer-loop of the second inner-loop is a sequen
tial loop , iterating on p = 4 redundant trees in a period, i.e . , 
each iteration( the second innermost loop) produces the final re
sults on top of a redundant tree in parallel in time of a vector
by-matrix multiplication. Since there are p redundant trees in a 
period , the time for computing all final values in a period equals 
pTv-by-m (time for a vector-by-matrix multiplication) . 

In general, the performance of the algorithm can be deter
mined as follows. First , the execution time for computation of 
a period is 

Tp(periodof size p) (p - l)Tm-by-m + pTv-by-m (3) 

< (2p - 1) max{Tm-by-m• Tv-by-m}· 

Since it takes the same amount of time to compute the final 
values of a period and the filtering process is nonterminating 
by nature , sample rate SRp of the IIR filter on a design with p 
processors will be a good indicator of the performance, which is 

(number of outputs produced in a period) 
SRp (4) 

Tp(periodof size p) 

> 

Tp(periodof size p) 
p2 

(2p - 1) max{Tm-by-m• Tv-by-m} . 

Since Tm-by-m and Tv-by-m depend only on the order m 
of the filter, they become constants once m is given, so does 
max{Tm-by-m 1 Tv-by-m} · Hence, the sample rate SRp = 
O(p) improves as the number of processors increases, i.e., the 
algorithm gives a scalable performance under the ideal SIMD 
CREW parallel mach.ine model. 

Although th.is technique looks promising, the introduction of 
realistic technological constraints and custom synthesis assump
tions( e.g., dissimilar functional units on an MCM and inter
processor communications) may greatly affect th.is ideal per
formance. Hence the effect of realistic technology and synthesis 

cons traints on the scalable performance of this schedule remains 
an open problem. 

4 The MCM Architecture Character
istics 

Sl 5:2 SIS ~ Cl 02 
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Figure 2: MCM with p special-purpose processors. 
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The MCM technology is particularly suited for the imple
mentation of scalable, high-performance architectures since ad
ditional processors can be added to an MCM without incurring 
a large penalty in off-chip delays. For the high-level synthesis 
of IIR filters using scalable MCM architectures, we first need 
to define the target architecture of a single MCM . Figure 2 
shows our model of a multichip module that carries up to 16 
processors of 32 bits. Each processor is built on a die. Every 
processor with.in the module is connected to multiple buses on 
the carrier, through wh.ich processors in the same module com
municate. We assume that the inter-processor(i.e., inter-chip, 
on-substrate) delay is one cycle. A processor is composed of 
an adder, a multiplier, a register file(RF) and a control unit. 
Our simple processor does not need memory since the sample 
outputs can be stored in registers and transferred out to stor
age devices in parallel with computation such that no register 
file overflow will occur. For simplicity, we do not use functional 
pipelining for the functional units in a processor. There are 7 
read ports and 5 write ports for the register file in a proces
sor. Each functional unit(an adder or a multiplier) requires 2 
operands(from the 2 dedicated read ports in the RF) , and pro
duces 1 output(to the dedicated write port in the RF). The 
remaining 3 read ports and 3 write ports in each RF are con
nected to the bidirectional buses. All processors in a multich.ip 
module operate synchronously. 

mul srcl, sre2, de!l add srcl, src2. de:i: l1lO\I soc, dest mov sn::, desl mov src, dest 

I 
I 

R/S R/$ R/S I cycle 0 
1--...:.::.::___.i..__='---L---'=---' cycle 1 

f----+ __ __, cycle 7 

~----~cycle 10 

* 

Figure 3: Top : The format of a typical instruction . Bottom: The 

relative timing diagram of the instruction . 

Figure 3 shows the format of a typical long-word instruction 
and timing for its execution(R and S are move instructions that 
receive from and send to buses). Each processor is similar to a 
VLIW mach.ine[3], in that it issues a long instruction word each 
time. The execution time of a long instruction word equals the 
maximum of its constituent instruction times. To simplify the 
control unit design, vertical compaction is not allowed. Any of 
the component instructions in a long instruction can be a no-op . 

We end th.is section with a summary[!~ of our MCM archi
tecture characteristics shown in Table 1 . Note that the specific 



ranges of the parameters are chosen as shown in Table 1 for 
simulating the example in the following sections with realistic 
constra ints and in fact our t echnique applies to general ranges 
of the parame ters. 

parameter spec ificatio n 

# o f processors o n die up to 16 o f 32 bits 
FU )s in a processo r an FP adder , 

an FP multiplier 
cycle time 7ns 
o perat ion time 
integer A & L operations 1 cycle 
FP addition 7 cyc les 
FP multiplication 10 cycles 
inter-processor data transfer 1 cycle 
inter-processor 3 data buses 
communication 
# of po rts on an RF 7 read ports 1 

5 write ports 

Table l: M C M architecture features . 

5 Deriving the Schedule 
This sec tion generates the schedule for computing the filter 

using Algorithm 3 .1 which guides the design of our architec
ture with a regular pattern . Derived from the original transfer 
function[l 2], the time response of the 5th-order elliptic filter is 
described with a 5 th-order constant-coefficient linear recurrence 
equation as follows( x( t) and y( t) in the equation are also written 
as Xt and Yt respectively): 

y(t) box(t) + b1x(t - 1) + b2 x (t - 2) + b3x(t - 3) 

+b4x(t - 4) + bsx(t - 5) + a1y(t - 1) + a2y(t - 2) 

+a3y(t - 3) + a4y(t - 4) + asy(t - 5). (5) 

Equation ( 5) can be expressed as a matrix chain multiplica
tion , 

[ 
Ys 

n 
a1 1 

Y4 a2 0 

Y3 a3 0 

Y2 a4 0 

YI as 0 
1 bx6 0 

[ "' 0 
a2 0 
a3 0 0 
a4 0 0 
as 0 0 

'bxi 0 0 

where b (bo b1 b2 b3 b4 bs) 
stant coefficients for sample 
(xt Xt-1 Xt-2 Xt-3 Xt-4 Xt-s) 
We use M 1 to stand for matrix 

[ "' 0 0 
a2 0 0 
a3 0 0 1 
a4 0 0 0 
as 0 0 0 

bx1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

l 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 l ' 0 0 0 
0 0 

(6) 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 

is a vector of the con
inputs x's, and Xt = 

is a vector of sample inputs. 

0 

n 0 
0 

(7) 

0 

0 

We illustrate the derivation of the regular schedule for the 
elliptic filter on p = 6 processors per MCM. Applying Algorithm 
3 .1 to Equation (5), we obtained the computation tree(i.e., the 

M6 MT M& M9 M IO Mil Ml2 "4 1J M l ~ M l~ M l6 Ml 1 

Figure 4: The computat ion tree in matrix chain multiplication 

for t he 5th-order e lliptic filter o n p = 6 processors . 

dependence tree ) for a period of resulting schedule in t erms of 
matrix chain multiplications as shown in Figure 4 . 

Since Equation ( 5) is a constant-coeffi cient linear recurrence , 
our final schedule should take advantage of the property that 
most elements in the redundant matrix products can be d e
termined statically(i.e., off-line or at compile time) when the 
number of processors is given . Our schedule dynamically com
putes( i .e., on-line or in real time) only those elements of the 
matrix produc ts dependent on the sample inputs and previously 
produced sample outputs. To determine what elements can be 
determined statically and what should be computed dynami
cally, it suffices to observe the first five redundant matrix prod
ucts in a redundant tree, say M6M7, lvhM7MB, M6 i\!!7A1B!vfg, 

1\!!6M7MBMgM10, M6M7MBM9lvf10M11 . In general , the 
number and the organization of statically-determined and 
dynamically-computed elements remains the same for a matrix 
chain product of greater than (m - 1) matrices for mth-order 
linear recurrences. 

Table 2 shows the regular schedule generated using Algo
rithm 3.1 for Equation (5) realizing the 5th-order elliptic filter 
with p = 6 processors. Note that this schedule is expressed 
in terms of products of matrix elements to facilitate under
standing . The instruction-level schedule can be expanded out 
of Table 2 in a straightforward fashion by replacing matrix el
ements with the corresponding operations. The columns titled 
"Processor 1" through "Processor 6" specify the computation 
all p = 6 processors do in each of the 2p = 12 stages. The 
parallel schedule consists of a loop body iterating on the in
duction variable k ?: 0. The pairs of numbers in the first col
umn count the number of multiplications and additions for a 
single processor in a stage by expanding the vector inner prod
ucts with operations. Stage 1 computes linear combinations 
of the sample inputs. Stages 2 to p = 6 of the schedule, as 
placed in the second box , compute redundant values that de
pend on the sample inputs of the current period, with the jth 
processor computing the redundant values on the jth redun
dant tree of the period. In the second stage of the loop body, 
(6, l)6 2k+Bj = bx6 2k+Bi• 1 S j S 6 and k?: 0 . The computa
tions in stage 2 through 6 are dependent on increasing number 
of values previously computed and p = 6 current sample inputs 
Xt =(xi Xt -1 Xt -2 Xt-3 Xt-4 Xt-s). 

The remaining p 6 stages (step p + 1 7 to 
2p = 12), as shown in the box at bottom, compute the 
final values of the current period with all processors com
puting the final values on the jth redundant tree in par-
allel in stage p + j = j + 6. Vector y6 2k+BJ-I 

(y62k+6j-I Ys2k+6j-2 Ys2k+6j-3 Ys2k+sj-4 Ys2k+6j-S 1) 
serves as the "parallel prefix" to be broadcast to all processors 

for producing final values in parallel. Vector (i ,~1) 6 2k+s1 + 1 = 
((1, l)s2k+6i+I • (2, l)s2k+si+l • (3, l)s2k+sj+l• (4, l)s 2k+si+I • 
(5, l) 6 2k+BJ+l• (6, l) 62k+sj+iJ, 1SjS6and0 S / S 5, con
sists of p = 6 elements of redundant values, of which the 6th 
element depends on the sample inputs and the first 5 elements 
do not. These redundant values are independent of the sample 
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o2 (6, l )s2 k+a+ o2(6, 1 )62k +H + 02(6, 1 l52 k + 20 + a.2 (s, I )62 k+ :rn + 02(6 , 1 )62 k+ J2 + o 2(6 , l) 62 k+ 3 a+ 

a3(0 , 1)02> + 1 + 03 (6, 1 )62 k+1 3 + 03 (6 . 1) 62 k+1 9 + 0 3 (6, 1)62 k+ 25 + 03(6 , l)62k + J1 + • 3( 6 , 1)02> + 37 + 

o4 (6, l ls2 .1c+s+ 04(6 , 1 )62 .1c+12+ o 41 (6, 1 )62 k + 1a+ o. 41 (G.1)62k + 2 4+ o4(6, I)62k + Jo + •4( 0, l )o2> + 36 + 

( 10,10) ;; ,. 6 2 '<±1J)_ b.i' o2 l<±ll_ ;;,.62 k..±.u_ ""62"..±.ll_ b.i'621;±1_4 ;;,._;;_2 ti.4 0 

6 To, 1)02> + 11 - (o , 1)02>+11 - (6, 1)02 •+ 23 - (o, 1)62"+29 - (6, 1)62k + Js - (6, 1)02•+41 -
ai(6 , 1)02 •+1 0 + 0 1 ( 5 . t )s2 k+1 s + a 1 ( 5 • 1)52 k + 22 + 0 1 <6 · 1 ls2k + 2 a + o1(6. l )62 k+34 + a1 (6, l )s2 .1c +41 0 + 

• 2(6, 1)02>+9 + 0 2(6 , 1)62 k+1 5 + 02(6 , 1 )6 2k+ 2 1 + 0 2< 5 . l) 62 k+ 21 + 02(6, 1 )62 k+ 33 + a2(G, 1)62k + 39 + 

• 3(6, llo2> +8 + 0 3(6, 1 )62k +1 41 + a 3(0 , 1)02> + 20 + o 3 (6 , 1)02.1c + 2s + 0 3(6, 1) 62 k + J2 + 0.3 (6, l )52 k+38 + 
a<(O , 1)02> +1+ o4(6 , 1 )6 2k +1 a + 0 41 (6, 1 )62.1i: +1 9 + 04 ( 6 , 1 )62 k+ 25 + 0 4 (6, 1 )62k + J 1 + •4(0, l)o2>+37 + 

~ ·( 6 , 1)02 •+0+ ~5 ( 6 , 1)62 k+12+ ~,(o , 1)62" + 18 + ~5< 6 · 1)62k + 2 4 + o5( 6 . 1 ls2 k+ ao + ~·< 0 · 1)62" + 30 + 
( 11.l l) b~ti. H6 2 ti. 7 bX o2 i,±;1 3 b~2"-±l_9 b:l 62 .1£.±35 b~2 • ..±.i_ 

7 Y5 2 k+ 6 - Y52 k+7 - Ys2k +8 - Ys2 k+ 9 - Y52k+10 = Y52 k+ll -

Y52 k+5 go»+• go»+• g•»+• go»+• :i152 .1c+ 5 

(•. •) (o ,-l~ ti.0 ( •,"" 1 ~2 ti.7 ( •.-1~•...±.§. (•.-l~2ti.9 ( • ,-l~21t±..l.Q, ( .. -1 ~2 "-±.ll 
8 Y52 k+12 - Y5 2 k+l 3 = Y52.1c+14 - Y52k+l5 - Y52k+l6 - Y52k+t7 -

g•:•+11 g•:• +11 go:•+11 go: •+11 go: •+11 :i16: .1i:+11 
(5, 5) ( • ' l ~2 ls.±..U_ (• , 1~2ti.l>1. ( • , l~. ( • , 1~2ti.l• (• , 1~2 . 10 (•, 1~1'.±ll_ 

9 Y52k+18 - Ys 2 k+l9 - Y52 .1c+2 0 - Y52 k+ 21 - Yo 2 k+ 22 - Y52 k+23 -

go2 •+11 go»+11 g•»+11 :i162 k+11 :i162 k+11 go2 •+17 

(•.•) (; ,- 1 lo2 u18 (; ,""l) o2ti.l_9 ,.,- 1>.,. , 2 0 (.: l li;2> ±Z: ( • • -1~•+22 (.,-1)0 2 ti.ll. 

10 Ys 2 .1c+ 2 4 - Ys 2 .1c+ 2s - Ys 2 k+ 26 - Ys 2 k+ 27 - Ys 2 1t+2e = Y52 .1c+ 29 -

Ys'! k+ 2a go: •+ 23 g•:•+ 23 go: •+23 g•:• +2 3 :i1s'! .1c+ 2a 

(>.•) (;, 1~2 t±.li (., l~,. · 2' ( •, 1) 02"-±l_o ( • , 1)02 1s..±,L7 ( • , 1~• f 2 1 (•,l~~ 
11 Ys2 .1c+ a o - Y62k + 3 1 - Y62.lc+32 - Y62 k+ 33 - Y6 2 k+34 - Ys2 .1c+ 35 -

go»+29 gs2>+ 29 g•2•+29 gs2>+ 29 g o2" + 29 go2>+29 

(>.•) (.,-1 )0 2>..±= ( """ 1 >02>~1 ,.,- 1 lo2 u.32 (;,"" 1l o2>_±_33 (.,- 1)02> '3· ( • ,-1) 62 "-±M_ 

12 Y52 k+36 - Ys 2 k+3 7 - Y52.1c+ a a - Y52k+39 - Y52 k+40 - Y62k+41 -

go: • + J> g•:•+J> g6:k+35 go:•+J> go: •+" g·: •+J> 
(5, 5) (., 1)02"_±3_6_ ( .. l ~2 k..±3_7 (; , 1~1;±1_8 r;, 1 )02~_39 ( • , l~. .40 ( • , 1 )02 "-±ij 

Table 2: The parallel schedule generated using Algorithm 3.1 for Equat ion (5) realizing the 5th-order ellipt ic filt er . 

inputs and outputs and have been determined statically. 

6 Mapping Schedule onto MCM 
Once the schedule is fixed, we are ready to bind it to our 

target M CM architecture. In order to map the schedule onto 
our multichip module and to specify the design of the control 
units , we need to place into the schedule input, output and 
data transfer instructions as mentioned above. Recall that one 
of the advantages of the regular schedule is its simple inter
processor data communication pattern. Two kinds of inter
processor data communications are involved in the computation: 
point-to-point data transfer and broadcast. Point-to-point data 
transfers are effected during and after redundant value compu
tation. Referring to Figure 4, every first value on the top fringe 
of a redundant tree in a period is sent to the first processor 
before it is used, and in general, all of the ith values on the 
top fringe of the p redundant trees are sent to the ith processor 
before they are used, 1 :::; i :::; p. Equivalently, in Table 2, all the 
results produced in the ith stage are sent to the ith processor 
before they are used. 

Broadcasts send the "prefix vectors" of the last m = 5 final 

values on top of a redundant tree to all processors for producing 
final values on top of next redundant tree in final value compu
tation in the loop body(see Figure 4) . Specifically in Table 2, 
the final values produced by processor 2 through 5 are broad
casted after each of the stages p = 6 through 2p = 12 , 

Figure 5 illustrates sections of the timing diagram of instruc
tion execution of our schedule in Table 2 on p = 6 processors, 
The 0th cycle through 66th cycle( recall that multiplication, ad
dition and inter-processor communication take 10, 7 and 1 cy
cle respectively) does the computation, 6 multiplications and 
6 additions, specified in the first stage of Table 2. In general, 
the multiplications and additions can be overlapped as shown, 
which can be seen by expanding the matrix-level computation 
in Table 2 with operation-level multiplications and additions. 
The instructions of the second stage that overlap with the tail
ing instructions of the first stage are shaded in Figure 5, The 
second stage starts at the 60th cycle with its first multiplica
tion and the trailing addition of the first stage is issued in the 
same long instruction. The data transfers of redundant values 
produced in the first stage are issued in succeeding instructions 
on the 70th and the 80th cycle respectively, after the trailing 
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Figure 5: Timing diagram of instruction execut ion of the loop 

body of the sched ule in Table 2. 

70th : Pl: I mulr, r,r l addr,r,r l movbull , r l oiovbuJll.r l movbur3 , r l P2: I 11a.11r,r.rl lddr.r,rl mov r.bl11l) 

P4 : I mulr,r, t\ addr,r,r l mov r,buJl3 

P.S: I mul r, r, rl add r. r, r I 

80th: Pl: j mulr,r.r l addr,r, r l movbwol,rj movbwil.r ) 

P4 : j mul r. r, r j add r, r, r I 

P.5:] mul r, r, rj add r, r , r I mov r, bwo2 

P3: I mu! r, r, r I ldd r, r. r I mov r, bUll~ 

P6: I llLll r , r, rl meld r, r, r I 

P2: I mulr,r,rl mddr,r,rl 

P3: l mulr,r,r I Kldr,r,rl 

P6: I naJI r, r, rl ldd r, r, r I mov r, bU•l 

Figure 6: Instructions issued in the 70th and the 80th cycles in 

Figure 5. 

5761h: Pl : jru"" bwl,rllTIC>v bu.-2.rl ITIOYt.u.3,rl P2: l mo'Vtiwl.4rmvbul2. •I ruovm.3,rf P3 : [mo"I' t>.Mil ,1jn'IO'Ybu.1'2,rl ra:N bu.13,r l 

P4: lmOY bwl.11DOv bul2. rl n10v r. oo.31 PS : lmov bw l. 4 rTKI"' f,t:w.2lmo¥bl.&3,r) P6: lrnavr, t:u.o4 fll(IYbu.-2 ,rl moY bu.d, 11 

P4: l n-.:ivt>.i.12.rl nlCYbull,r I 

P2: I n'IO" r. bu.:lj n'IOY b.W. r I 

PS: I n..,...bUll.r ln1D'Vbul3,rl 

P'J: l rncwr,bw3 \ moYbwl.rl 

P6: I moY tx.:Z. rl ruovb\»J, rl 

Figure 7: Instructions issued in the 576th and 577th cycles in 

Figure 5. 

addition of the preceding stage completes-this is enclosed by 
a dotted rectangle and detailed in Figure 6. In Figure 6 , for 
the instructions issued at the 70th cycle, processors P2, P3 and 
P4 send their redundant values to the three buses(bus Bl to 
B3) and processor Pl receives them in the same cycle. In the 
instructions issued at the 80th cycle, processors PS and P6 send 
their redundant values to bus Bl and bus B2 and Pl receives 
them in the same cycle. 

By counting the number of multiplications and additions in 
each stage, we determine that the trailing addition of the 6th 
stage completes by the 517th cycle, and that two cycles of data 
transfers of the redundant values produced in that stage follow 
immediately and complete at the 519th cycle . we chose not 
to issue other operations in parallel with the last two cycles of 
redundant data transfers for simplicity. 

The first stage of final value computation, i.e., the 7th stage 
starts at the 519th cycle and completes by the 576th cycle, re
ferring to the count of operations in Table 2. Two cycles of 
broadcasting the final values produced by Processor 2 through 
Processor 6 are issued and no operations of the next stage are 
issued in parallel because each final computation except for the 
first has m = 5 data dependences on the preceding stage. The 

remaining p -1 = .5 stage of final value computation can be done 
simi larly. The broadcasting of final values in the first final com 
putation stage , as enclosed by a d otted rectangle , is d etailed in 
Figure 7. Tn Figure 7, in the instructions issued at the 576th cy
cle, processors P4, P5 and P6 send their final values to all t hree 
buses and each processor receives in the same cycle the data on 
the buses broadcasted by the other processors. In the instruc
t ions issued at the 577th cycle , processors P2 and P 3 broadcast 
their final values to bus B2 and bus B3 respectively and each 
processor receives in the same cycle the data broadcasted by 
the other processors. 

'We presented the technique used to map a regular schedule 
for IIR filters onto our MCM architecture o utlined in Section 4. 

7 Results 
We now describe our results. Table 3 displays the perfor

mance measured by sample period of the regular schedules, per
colation scheduling with tree-height reduction( PS+ THR) and 
column sweep algorithm. Table 4 shows the performance im
provement obtained by our regular schedules over the other two 
algorithms . The sample period is the average time in number 
of cycles required to produce a sample output, the reciprocal of 
which is the filter 's sample rate . The details are given in (18] . 
The column titled "# FU's" gives the number of adders and 
multipliers used. Recall that a single processor in our MCM 
architecture has an adder and a multiplier. The column titled 
"our schedule" displays the sample period yielded by our regu
lar schedule for each number of processors. The column tilted 
"PS+THR" lists the sample period achieved using percolation 
scheduling with tree-height reduction and the improvements by 
our schedule on PS+ THR, determined by the ratio of the sample 
period by PS+ THR to that of our schedule . The column titled 
"column sweep" shows similar attributes to its left column. 

# FU's our s c hedule PS+THR co lum n s wee p 
sa.mple_E_eriod sa.ro__e_!c...f.eriod s a.mple ..e.eriod 

2 • ,4 + 112 
G';o+ 23.97 112 33 
7• ,1+ 21.22 112 28 .29 
8 .8+ 19 .19 112 2 4 .7.5 
9• ,9+ 17 .59 112 22 

1 0 • .10+ 16 .32 112 1 9 .8 
1IT;11+ 1.5.29 112 18 
12• , 12+ 14 .42 112 18 
1 3 • .13+ 13.69 112 18 
14• , 14+ 13 .07 112 18 
15• , 15+ 12 . .53 112 18 
16. , 16+ 12.06 112 18 

Table 3: Performance measured by sample period . 

# FU ' s improves o n improves on 
PS+THR on column sweep 

2• ,!±_ 
o• ,o:[ 4 .67 1.38 
t",ff 5 .28 1 .33 
5• ,8+ 5.84 1.29 
9",9+ 6 .37 1.25 

io• , 1~ 6 .86 1.21 
11 • , 11+ 7 .33 1.18 

12",12+ 7 .77 1.25 
13• , 13+ 8.18 1.32 
14• , 1<_-t_ 8 .57 1.38 
is• ,15+ 8.94 1.44 
16",1ff 9 .29 1.49 

Table 4: Improvements in performance. 

PS+THR(ll] scheduled on the dependence graph of the 
ladder implementation of the 5th-order elliptic filter(2] and 
achieved optimal sample rate with respect to LCD 's with 2 
multipliers and 4 adders. But it does not yield further per
formance improvement beyond 2 multipliers and 4 adders, as 



shown in Table 3. Both our regular sched ule and the coiumn 
s weep a lgorithm schedule on the paralle l linear difference im
plementation of the filt er and the sequen t ia l linear difference 
implem entation is faster than t he ladder implement.ation o f the 
filt e r. T h e column-sweep algorithm is among t he fastes t for 
parallel evaluation fo r linear differences wi t h respec t to LCD 's 
and has superior o r equal time complex ity t o t he m any DSP 
sch eduling algorithms [13] we surveyed. The sample period of 
column s weep reduces when number o f processors increases from 
p = 6 to p = 11 and is b ounded b e low by 18 cycles thereafter , 
i.e., it does not yield m ore p erformance improvem ents b eyond 
p = 11 processors. The non-scalability of column sweep results 
from the fac t that it does not int roduce redundant computations 
a nd hen ce the scope of its look-ahead computation is limited to 
producing a single sample o utput p er column sweep . 

8 Conclusion 

We have presented an efficient high-level synthesis technique 
for IIR d igital filt ers using a realistic scalable MCM-based ar
chitec ture. The design is based on regular schedules of linear 
difference equations , derived using techniques for parallel linear 
recurrence evaluation. The scalability of the paralle l architec
ture follows as a result of the regular schedule. Our design offers 
a p erformance that improves proportionally as the number of 
processing elements increases on a single MCM. This is a re
sult not known to have been a chieved by previously published 
designs , as shown in the illustration of design for the 5th-order 
elliptic filter . We are currently studying the scalable designs 
using multiple M C M 's with a wider range of architectural pa
rameters. 

One maj or difficulty in automatically generating designs of 
parallel processors for IIR filters is in characterizing the inter
processor communications, which is not expressed by the al
gorithms in high-level languages . The simplicity of the regu
lar schedules facilitates characterization of their inter-processor 
communications, which enables us to generate instruction-level 
behavioral d escriptions of designs combined with the compu
tations specified in the high-level algorithm , i.e., we efficien t ly 
map the regular schedules onto an MCM-based architecture. 
The characterization of inter-processor communications com
bined with precise time complexity analysis of the algorithm 
allows us to determine the performance formula of our designs 
with closed form as shown, and to trade off design choices . 

We have not addressed the important issue of numerical sta
bility in digital filter design. Many "fast" implementation of dig
ital filters may a chieve speedup at the expense of numerical in
stability. On the o ther hand, there are some well known numer
ically stable realizations of digital filters that seem to prevent 
from efficient parallel implementation. For example , although 
realizing wave digital filters in lattice or ladder configurations 
often exhibits good numerical properties concerning coefficient 
a ccuracy requirements , dynamic range, and other aspects of sta
bility under finite-precision arithmetic , its complex dependences 
may intrinsically hinder scalable parallel implementations, as 
previously published designs have indicated[9, 11]. It has been 
proven recently in [15] that a parallel algorithm of linear recur
rences based on tree-height reduction, on number of processors 
proportional to the problem size, achieves equivalent numerical 
stability as a sequential algorithm. Furthermore, the success of 
parallel linear recurrence routines in the linear algebra packages 
on many commercially-available parallel supercomputers such 
as Cray series and Convex series in the past few years provide 
more evidence for the numerical stability of linear difference 
equation implementation of IIR filters . 
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